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Management Summary  
NX842 hardware-accelerated compression for backup and log file archiving in Db2 11.1 

can be implemented very easily even at no additional cost if the AME license is already 

available.  

 

To prove the strength of Db2 NX842 hardware compression for backups and log file 

archiving, we tested the available compression options for backup and log file archiving: 

No compression, Db2 software compression and Db2 NX842 hardware-accelerated 

compression.  

 

Out of these three possibilities, NX842 backup compression was always the fastest backup 

option – even faster than uncompressed backups.  

 

Despite the lowest backup runtime, the CPU consumption for NX842 backups was also 

lower than for uncompressed backups.  

 

The bottom line is: You get fast compressed backups with the lowest CPU consumption if 

you use NX842 compression. 

 

As the AIX kernel offers a software implementation of the NX842 decompression 

algorithm, compressed backups and archive log files can be used on POWER systems 

without an NX842 hardware compression unit. 

 

Db2, POWER hardware and AIX represent an excellent combination that assures optimal 

resource usage at low cost and minimal administrative effort. 
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Why All That Fuss About Compression? 
Databases are growing rapidly as more and more data is available in digitized form. To 

control that growth, all kinds of compression technologies are developed. Db2 offers 

several compression techniques to control the database size and make the database 

operation faster. But are backup image and log file compression really necessary? In the 

following, we share some thoughts that need to be considered to answer that question. 

 

The most obvious reason for compressing backup images and log files is the reduced 

storage requirement. Both types of files are usually stored for a longer period of time and 

can cause a significant storage footprint. But it’s not only the obvious storage footprint 

which should be considered, but also the question of speed. Smaller backups and smaller 

log files can be transferred much faster over the network – especially if the network is 

already heavily used – and therefore speed up the backup and log file archiving process. 

That way smaller files can also relieve the network and storage systems, and accelerate 

backup and log file archiving. 

 

Now, are those benefits still present when all database compression methods are used 

excessively like data, index, or even BLU compression? Yes, they are. Of course, even 

well-compressed databases benefit from backup and log file compression. Experience has 

shown that additional reductions can be achieved from non-inlined LOBs, repeating 

patterns in database metadata, log record headers and even BLU-compressed pages – not 

to mention completely free pages or partially filled pages.  

 

The bottom line is: Compression results in faster operations, resource optimization and 

hence cost optimization. 
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What NX842 Compression Is About 

POWER7+™ and POWER8® processors contain special acceleration units for 

cryptography and compression (NX842). 

By default, those accelerators are used to compress main memory, which is known as 

Active Memory Expansion (AME). AME is based on the 842 algorithm, which is related 

to Lempel-Ziv. The current implementation is optimized for memory compression and 

decompression and requires only a small footprint on the chip.  

The accelerator unit receives incoming data in eight byte chunks per cycle, splitting the 

data in pieces of 8, 2 x 4, 4 x 2 bytes, and compares those pieces with already received 

data for data reduction – that’s where the “842” in the name “NX842” comes from. The 

POWER7+™ accelerator unit is running at a clock speed of 2.3 GHz. A raw throughput of 

more than 18 GB/sec and unit is achieved at an extreme low power consumption of under 

2 W. This is just a small example, the Power architecture offers a wide range of features 

and benefits like on-chip accelerators and algorithms. You can find more details in the 

excellent IEEE article listed in the References section at the end of this document. 

The various Db2 compression techniques like deep row compression, adaptive 

compression, actionable compression for databases using BLU technology, and index 

compression make the additional memory compression offered by AME rather small as 

already compressed data cannot be compressed twice. So why not use the built-in AME 

accelerators for other important tasks within Db2? 

Starting with Db2 11.1, the NX842 accelerators can be used to compress database archive 

log files and backup images. Before, only Db2 software-based compression was available 

to compress backups and archive log files. Compared to software compression, this 

hardware feature doesn’t consume CPU resources. These savings (avoided CPU cycles) 

give the database additional headroom to handle the remaining database workload faster. 

Moreover, hardware compression is much faster than software compression.  

The overall advantage of compression remains the same, that is, backup images are 

smaller, thus saving space in the backup infrastructure and network bandwidth. During the 

tests we found that the NX842 compressed backup runtime is lower than for 

uncompressed backups with a reduced CPU consumption. 

On non-hardware-accelerated POWER-based hardware (prior to POWER 7+), the AIX 

kernel contains a software implementation of the decompression algorithm so that NX842 

hardware-compressed backups can be restored and the rollforward operation process can 

be initiated. 
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Preparing the Server 

For optimal performance on POWER8 servers, the following minimum firmware levels 

are needed for NX842 compression: 

 

- FW820.50  - SC820_103 

- FW830.30  - SC830_97 

- FW840.40  - SC840_147 

 

Using the NX842 accelerator unit requires the installation of the AME license for the 

server. Figure 1 shows the server settings for the Hardware Management Console (HMC) 

enhanced interface. The required licensed capabilities are selected: 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Required Licensed Capabilities POWER Server – HMC 

Enhanced Interface 
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Figure 2 shows the correct license settings on the HMC classic interface. The licensed 

capabilities are listed in more detail: Hardware-Accelerated Active Memory Expansion is 

listed in addition to Active Memory Expansion. 

 

 

Figure 2: Required Licensed Capabilities POWER Server – HMC Classic Interface 
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Preparing the LPAR 

NX842 compression with Db2 is currently only available on AIX®. The necessary 

minimum AIX levels are AIX V7 TL3 SP5 and AIX V6 TL9 SP3. If you meet the 

requirements for Db2 11.1, the OS requirements for NX842 are met as well.  

 

After the AME license has been applied to the server, the LPAR needs to be rebooted. 

 

As described in the IBM Knowledge Center for Db2 11.1, Active Memory Expansion 

(AME) and Active Memory Sharing (AMS) have to be switched off on the database 

LPAR. Otherwise, Db2 cannot take advantage of NX842 hardware compression. 

 

You can use the AIX tool “amepat” to check if both AME and AMS are disabled. Figure 3 

shows the required settings: 

 

 

Figure 3: Required AME/AMS settings for a database LPAR using NX842 compression 
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NX842 Compression with Db2 11.1 

Power Servers w/o NX842 Support 

Hardware-accelerated backups that were taken on POWER7+ and POWER8 servers can 

still be restored and rolled forward also on servers that do not offer hardware acceleration 

– like POWER6® or POWER7®. The AIX kernel contains a software implementation of 

the decompression algorithm so that decompression will work even on non-hardware-

accelerated POWER-based hardware. Software decompression requires AIX and is not 

supported on other platforms. 

 

In case hardware-accelerated log file compression was not disabled after a restore to 

POWER6, an error message is written in the db2diag.log. Due to the missing acceleration 

unit in POWER6, Db2 archives the log file uncompressed. To get rid of these error 

messages, the database configuration parameters LOGARCHCOMPR1 and 

LOGARCHCOMP2 need to be set to OFF (no compression) or ON (Db2 software 

compression).  

 

 

 

Using NX842 Compression for Backup 

Use the following command to run a backup with NX842 compression: 

 
backup database <dbname> compress comprlib libdb2nx842.a 

 

You can also use the registry variable DB2_BCKP_COMPRESSION to determine the 

standard compression method. The following command sets the default to NX842: 

 
db2set DB2_BCKP_COMPRESSION=NX842 

 

When setting the standard compression method to NX842, the backup command can be 

used as usual:  
 

backup database <dbname> compress 

 

Using NX842 Compression for Log Archiving 

 

To use the new compression method also for log archiving, switch either 

LOGARCHCOMPR1 or LOGARCHCOMPR2, or both, to NX842: 

 
UPDATE DATABASE CONFIGURATION FOR <dbname> USING LOGARCHCOMPR1 NX842 

UPDATE DATABASE CONFIGURATION FOR <dbname> USING LOGARCHCOMPR2 NX842 
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Backup and Log File Archiving Performance 

Main Steps of the Db2 Backup Process 

Issuing the Db2 backup command starts or reuses a free db2agent as the controlling thread 

for the complete backup process. The selected parallelism value in the db2 backup 

command determines the amount of buffer manipulators started by the db2agent. Each 

buffer manipulator is responsible for reading the data from one tablespace. As the 

tablespaces usually consist of several container files, the buffer manipulators use 

prefetchers to read the container data from disk into the backup buffers in memory. 

 

Depending on the number of backup targets used in the issued db2 backup command, a 

corresponding number of media controllers are started by the db2agent. The media 

controllers read the data from the backup buffers and write it to the backup target. 

 

The time reading the data from disk into memory depends heavily on the installed 

hardware and is a major part of the backup runtime. Writing the data from the backup 

buffers into the backup target is the other major part influencing the backup runtime. The 

latter part of the runtime can be minimized by reducing the backup size through 

compression. This is where a fast backup compression option, like NX842 compression, 

can make the difference – especially for I/O bound systems. 

 

You can find a more detailed description of the backup process in the IBM Redbook: 

Maximizing Performance of IBM Db2 Backups. 

 

 

Figure 4: Overview of the Db2 backup process 
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Test Environment for Backup and Log File Archiving 

The test LPAR was located on a POWER8 S824 server using AIX 7.1 TL3 SP 5 with four 

cores of an 8-core chip and 16GB of main memory. The data was distributed over four 

SAN disks, and the backup images were written to four additional disks.   

 

 

 

The backup tests were performed on a database with an overall compression rate of 

approx. 50% and a size of approx. 260GB. The overall compression rate was ascertained 

using the hundred largest tables, indexes and LOBs. Those three hundred database objects 

represented about 94 percent of the 260GB database size.   

The following three backup types  were tested:  

 

- Uncompressed (u) 

- Db2 software compressed (c) 

- Db2 NX842 hardware compressed (n) 

Three characteristics were used to judge the behavior of the three different backup types: 

 

- Backup size 

- Backup runtime 

- CPU consumption during the backup 

 

Figure 5: NX842 Test Environment 
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Test Results: Backup 

Size view: 

In the test environment, the size of an NX842 compressed backup was reduced to about 

60% of the size of an uncompressed backup.  

Software compression reduced the backup size to about 50% of an uncompressed backup.   

 

 

Runtime view: 

Figure 6 shows the backup runtime for the three different backup types.  

NX842 compressed backups always had the fastest backup runtime and were even faster 

than uncompressed backups. As the hardware compression unit is extremely fast, there is 

no need to use high parallelism values to speed up the backup process for NX842 backups.  

During the backup tests the NX842 compression backup runtime was 2.4 times faster than 

the software compression runtime.  

 

 

 

Figure 6: Backup runtime for the different backup types 
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CPU view: 

Comparing the CPU usage during the different test cases led to impressive results for 

NX842 compression.  

Software compression needed about twice as many CPU cycles than NX842 compression, 

whereas NX842 compression required fewer CPU cycles than backups without 

compression. Figure 7 shows the CPU usage for the test cases. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: CPU usage of the different backup test cases 
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Test Results: Log File Archiving 

Enabling log file archiving is an easy task as shown on page 11. The advantages are 

impressive especially for I/O-bound systems. 

Figure 8 provides an overview of the benefits that compression offers for log file 

archiving.  

 

The log file size, archiving time and CPU usage are used to compare the different 

compression options: no compression, Db2 software compression and NX842 hardware 

compression. 

 

 

Runtime and size view: 

Archiving a log file with Db2 NX842 compression is 25% faster than archiving a log file 

with Db2 software compression. At the same time, the log file size is reduced by 45% 

compared to an uncompressed log file. 

 

 

Figure 8: Benefits using archive log file compression 
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CPU view: 

Due to the POWER coprocessor taking over the compression workload for log file 

archiving when NX842 compression is used, software compression consumes more than 

twice as many CPU cycles (+116%).   

 

 

Figure 9: Db2 archive compression ~ +13% CPU usage during archival 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10:NX842 archive compression ~ +6% CPU usage during archival 

 

 

 

 

Monitoring and Diagnostics of NX842 Compression 

Backup Statistics 

Figure 11 shows the performance statistics for the NX842 backup (from figure 6 and 7) 

and can be found in the db2diag.log after each finished backup. 

Each line (000 to 003) under BM# provides detailed information about the time a buffer 

manipulator (BM) is spending with reading data. Under MC# (000 to 003), the 

information for the media controllers, which are writing data to disk, is listed in the same 

way. The number of buffer manipulators listed is defined via the parallelism option in the 

backup command, while the number of media controllers is defined by the number of 

backup targets.  
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Figure 11: db2diag.log performance statistics for each completed backup 

 

1 BM (buffer manipulator): Number of buffer manipulators launched 

MC (media controller): Number of media controllers launched 

2 Total: Time a BM or MC exists which equals the backup runtime 

3 I/O: Time spent for read and write operations 

4 Compr: Time spent for the compression 

5 MsgQ: Time waiting for an I/O buffer 

6 WaitQ: Time waiting for next instruction from the db2agent 

7 Mbytes: Amount of uncompressed and compressed data read or written by the different    

BM or MC. Mbytes TOT shows the size of the uncompressed and compressed backup. 

8 Compr MBytes: quantity of uncompressed data that was compressed 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8 
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Typical Error Conditions 

Short error messages will be given on the command line as a direct response to a failing 

command. You can always find more details in the db2diag.log. 

 

The following message typically means that the backup is either not running on 

POWER7+ or POWER8 systems, or that the AME license is not installed. Similar 

messages might occur if AME and/or AMS are enabled. 

 
db2 backup db sample compress comprlib libdb2nx842.a 

 

SQL2062N  An error occurred while accessing media "libdb2nx842.a".  

Reason  

code: "1". 

 

 

The db2diag.log contains more information about the current error condition and explains 

how to overcome the issue. The following two db2diag.log entries provide the exact 

reason why the above command failed with an error message. 

 

The first db2diag.log entry shows that the error is caused by the enabled AME 

functionality on the LPAR: 

 
2016-03-16-09.27.16.004937-240 E5606375A501         LEVEL: Error 

PID     : 31720066             TID : 34954          PROC : db2sysc 

INSTANCE: jklauke              NODE : 000           DB   : SAMPLE 

APPHDL  : 0-11                 APPID: *LOCAL.jklauke.160316132714 

AUTHID  : JKLAUKE              HOSTNAME: hal9000 

EDUID   : 34954                EDUNAME: db2bm.34697.0 (SAMPLE) 

FUNCTION: DB2 UDB, database utilities, InitCompression, probe:414 

MESSAGE : AME is enabled. 

 

 

The second db2diag.log entry shows that the error is caused this time by the missing 

hardware acceleration unit in POWER6: 

 

2016-06-29-18.04.30.411779+120 E270031A402          LEVEL: Error 

PID     : 10747954             TID : 3857           PROC : db2sysc 0 

INSTANCE: db2vfb               NODE : 000           DB   : VFB      

HOSTNAME: db6p1lp06 

EDUID   : 3857                 EDUNAME: db2logmgr (VFB) 0 

FUNCTION: DB2 UDB, database utilities, InitCompression, probe:376 

MESSAGE : The compression accelerator is not available. 
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